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Word "FITNESS" is being used a lot these days, it seems everybody wants to talk about it and being
"FIT" is something of which people are proud these days.

What is Fitness?

Fitness means being able to perform physical activity. It also means having the energy and strength
to feel as good as possible. Getting more fit, even a little bit, can improve your health.

Fitness is the ability to meet the demands of the environment. The difference can be illustrated by
athletes who over-train their bodies and weaken their immune system that makes them more
susceptible to illness. Being fit may not help you live longer, but it can make you feel healthier,
mentally and physically, for as long as you do live.

What are Benefits of Fitness?

Fitness has many benefits; a fit person enjoys his life to fullest

More energy more work and leisure

Staying fit means burning more calories even when you are resting

"	Healthy heart, lungs, liver and kidneys

"	Handle stress better

"	Reduction of bad cholesterol

"	Increased heart function

"	Increased muscle fiber size

"	Increased bone strength

"	Improved muscular balance

"	Decrease the chance of injury during activity

What does Fitness Course teach?

Fitness is very important for well being and health of an individual, you can work towards this
endeavor by enrolling yourself in a good Fitness Course. Finding a good fitness certification and an
online fitness course is not difficult as many good fitness courses are available online at very
reasonable price such as Brainmeasures fitness Certification and course material is available at an
unbelievable price of $ 45.

It Teaches:

"	How the body works
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"	Understanding fitness

"	Stretching and warming up

"	Various body part exercises- arms, chest, abdomen, back, thighs, legs etc

"	Nutrition

"	Weight gain and weight loss exercises

Is it advisable to take an online fitness course?

A good online fitness course is a good choice since they give a detailed in-depth knowledge of
fitness and very convenient to read as you can access them at time which best suits you, plus all
exercises are explained in animated easy to understand format and you can go though them as
many times as you want.

If you have enrolled for a fitness certification cum course you can pass the certification exam to gain
the status of a certified fitness trainer and become a professional personal trainer.

But before enrolling in for a online fitness course check the credentials of the course and syllabus
covered, it should be a reputed and recognized organization such as an ISO certified company, and
it should give a detailed knowledge of the field and should be helpful if you want to be a
professional, one such fitness certification is provided by Brainmeasures.
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If you choose fitness trainer as a career you shold be a certified personal trainer. Get a personal
trainer cetification from an Iso certified company.
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